
FOR USE UPON RECEIPT

NO STRAIN, LITERALLY
“NO SWEAT,” WITH
NEW MULTI-HOLE CORD
GRIPS FROM HEYCO

Toms River, New Jersey, 2006 — Heyco Products, Inc., an industry leader in
the design and manufacture of precision, electrical conducting metal stampings,
and injection molded wire-protection products, has now expanded the Heyco-TITE
family of liquid-tight, cord grips by adding multi-hole/conductor
sealing glands.

New Product Introduction: Heyco-TITE — family of straight-through
Multi-Hole/Conductor cord grips for multiple cables and wires in various
electrical applications, including metric, NPT, and PG threads or Snap-in mounting
in straight thru configurations.

Design & Engineering: Heyco Products, Inc. In-House Product Design &
Development Team.

Manufacturer: Heyco Products, Inc.

Product Applications: The Heyco-TITE family of Multi-Hole/Conductor
cord grips provide strong, long-lasting, easy-to-apply liquid-tight, strain relief that
connects flexible cables and cords of varying diameters for such things as industrial
equipment, electrical motor housings, indoor and outdoor lighting, electrical pumps
and medical equipment.

Product Description: Heyco-TITE Multi-Hole/Conductor liquid-tight
cord grips are designed with tailored purpose internal glands, which accommodate
multiple wires of various sizes in asingle liquid-tight cord grip.

Heyco-TITE Multi-Hole/Conductor
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These products include all of the features and benefits of our standard configuration
Heyco-TITE family of cord grips, providing a dependable liquid tight seal and safe,
secure routing of multiple cables. Strain relief provided is dependent upon the
specific wire/cable used in each application – and UL Recognition is subject to
specific conditions of acceptability.

Construction & Finishes: Heyco-TITE Multi-Hole/Conductor
cord grips are molded in Heyco’s own state-of-the-art U.S. plant of high-impact
Type 6/6 polyamide nylon with “Buna N” sealing glands, resistant to salt water,
weak acids, gasoline, alcohol, oil, grease and most common solvents. Heyco-TITE
Multi-Hole/Conductor cord grips are available in black or gray; white or
custom colors may also be specified. All are UL recognized and have a flammability
rating of 94V-2.

Ordering Information: Literature, specifications, pricing and samples for
the Heyco-TITE family of Multi-Hole/Conductor cord grips are available from
Heyco Products, Inc. at 1800 Industrial Way North, PO Box 517, Toms River, New
Jersey 08754. Telephone toll-free: (800) 526-4182. Fax toll-free: (800) 358-7904.
E-mail: sales@heyco.com. Learn more about Heyco on-line at: www.heyco.com.

Founded in 1926, Heyco is the specifier’s first name in wire-protection systems
worldwide.

EDITOR, FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

Bill or Nancy Schoenfisch
SCHOENFISCHINCORPORATED
336 County Highway 24
Richfield Springs, New York 13439
(315)858-8393/Phone
(315) 858-9635/Fax
primages@aol.com/E-mail

Please note: Free samples available upon request.




